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EDITORIAL
l"hank you tbr your prayers and patience!

C)nce again

I regret the

delay since the last issue, and the necessity this time to make it
- not in volume but in tirne span. I foresee the need will reoccur, so please do
not expect another issue until Spring/Summer - probably publishing in August.

a 'double issue'

The main reasor for this problem has been my undertaking a part-tirne
professional course to train in teac.hing cbildren with Specific . l-earning
Difficulties. The rvork load in addition to my full-time teaching duties has
rnade it impossible to devote time to editorial work during the term.
Hopefully the pressure should ease up by August, and I hope to resume
quarterly publication from then on.

to postpone renewal of subscriptions until they have
I shall endeavour to adjust the reminders accordingly.

Readers are welcome
received four issues.

WATCHMAKER update.
Fr David Becker, Editor since launching the magazine in 1994, suffered a light
stroke on September 13, 1998, and has had to pass on the management of the
magazine to James F. Blackburn. Fr. Becker has now adopted the title of
Editor Emeritus, as he continues to oversee its publication. Please pray for his
recovery and for the apostolate of Morning Star Catholic Origins *rciety.
Watchmaker is mailed from PO Box 189, Shade Gap, PA 17255, U.S.A.

Creatioa Rediscovered update.
The new edition of Gerard Keane's book, subtitled Evolution and

the

Importance of the Origins Debate, appears (at long last) in the new catalogue
of TAN Book Inc., P.O. Box 424, Rockford, Illinois 61105.
ISBN- 6073 .105 pp. 30 lllus. $17.00.
I hope to have copies available in England about mid-year: price uncertain at
present, but probably around f13.

Correction-

Miss Paula Haigh points out that the article Darwin the Man,
by Paul Kildare in the last issue (p.6) repeats the error of casting Aristotle as
an evolutionist. Her own article, published in Daylight No. 8 in July 1993,
makes it clear that his "chain of being" is vertical and static, leading the mind
to God. Anaximander and Empedocles, on the other hand, did speculate on
evolutionary origins e.g. of aquatic animals into land a:rimals.

This Pamphlet is an edited version of an Open Letter,wri$en by Rev. David Becker in
response to an Address by Pope John Paul II to the Pontifical Acadenry ofSciences on
22nd October, 1996.It is published in this fornr rvith the author's pemrission.
Side headings and bold emphases were added by N.C.E.
Rev. David

R

Becker studied at the PENN State University and the Gregorian

University in Rome. He is the Editor of Wulchnnker, the oflicial magazine of
Morning Jtc4 Catholic Origins Society, P.O. Box 189 Shade Gap. PA 17255 U.S.A.

Evolutionism was once acclaimed as
"the wuve of the fitture".
But now, witlt its Wctorian Age
preoccupation witlt rondomness and chance,
it represents "the wsve of tlte past".
See page

Published June, 1997 by Nervman Graduate Education,
l/8 Borven Street, Chatsrvood, N.S.W. 2067. Ph (02) 94 I
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Evolution: the Wave of the Past
A lesson for teachers
A culrun,tl rvnn is being waged in every country of the world between theists and naturalists, i.e., between those who believe in God who created the
universe for a purpose, and those who believe that "nature is all there is." These
naturalists, adherents of philosophical and scientific naturalism, protest the existence of anything supernatural. Hence they deny the existence of God the Creator. Theists must never forget that in dealing with philosophical naturalists they
are engaging in battle with militant atheists who are committed to the annihilation of all faith in God.

Naturalists would like to believe that the universe is eternal, for an eternal
universe does not need a creator. In the 1 950's they proposed the "steady state"
theory, a theory of "continuous creation," to give scientific support to the idea of
an eternal universe. But the theory foundered on the Laws of Thermodynamics
which describe the universe as subject to an inexorable process of decay. These
laws declare that the energy in the universe at one time rvas at a maximum, a
fact which implies a beginning for the universe, and that over time the energy
available for useful work is constantly diminishing, a lact that implies an end, a
"heat death," for the universe.
In more recent years the theory of the Big Bang has gained prominence. Big
Bang theorists, after studying the red shift of light corning from various stars,
decided that the shift indicated a Doppler effect, and therefore concluded that
the universe is expanding. They postulated a great initial explosion to explain
the expansion of the universe. But a "rewind" of the Big Bang scenario takes
one back to an initial moment, a "creation moment," which is very disturbing to
naturalists as it reminds them of the theistic scenario of a supernatural God
creating the universe out of nothing.

The universe pops into existence
To get around this difficulty, naturalists like Stephen Hawking have worked
out a sophisticated mathematical explanation in rvhich the universe pops into
existence out of a quantum fluctuation in the vacuum. Whatever that may mean,
Hawking's explanation is designed to minimize the transition from nothing to
something, so that it will be seen as a "tiny step" that can be explained by naturalistic factors, rather than a "saltation" or leap rvhich rvould defy naturalistic

explanation. Naturalists dread "saltations," their word lor
nomena explicable only in terms ola supernatural cause.

Causality
But the transition from non-being to being really is a great saltation or leap,
requiring a proportionate cause. What is at stake here is the logical principle of
causality. A phenomenon, e.g. a universe popping into exrstence, does not'Just
happen." [n order for it to be understood scientifically, it must be explained in
terms of its sufficient and proportional cause. For the phenomenon of tlre universe as a whole, one is hard pressed to conceive of any sufticient and proportional cause other than God. That is why we may speak without hyperbole of the
miracle of creation.
Theistic evolutionists take delight in ivatching the naturalists squirm over
the "creation event" of the Big Bang. And they are right in their insistence that
this "first threshold" of the evolution story requires the intervention of a supernatural God. There is no force or factor within nature that can explain the supposed alternatives, either the eternity of the universe, which violates the laws of
thermodynamics, or the uncaused popping into existence of the universe, which
contradicts the principle of causality.

The'Force'
Even though theistic evolutionists and naturalists disagree on the ultimate
explanation of theorigin of the universe, they agree on the explanation of how
lhe universe became complexified, i.e., how life originated, how the profuse
variety of plants and animals developed, and how human beings emerged. The
naturalists, consistent with their belief that there is no God, have deduced what
is for them an almost self-evident truth, that in the absence of God there must be
some force or mechanism or process within nature which can account for the
;omplexity of living things. The theistic evolutionists, strangely inconsistent
with their supposed belief in a supernatural God capable of working miracles,
rdopt the naturalists' thinking about complexification, and hold that in the absence of a God willing to work miracles, there must exist some nalural mechanism which can account for the complexity of the biosphere.
The theistic evolutionists, much like the Deists of the lSth century, will allow one initial miracle, the winding up of the universe by the clockmaker deity,
nut forever after the "clock" of the universe must run on its own power, without
lny fuflher interventions or applications of power by the clockmaker. Theistic
:volutionists have not offered any satisfactory explanation why the God of mira:les who created the universe by a rniracle of creation cannot or should not use

thc sarne nrcthod for cornplcxilying the univcrsc, and tlreir anti-miracle attitude
appcars to be mere prejudice. The anti-miracle bias of the naturalists, on the
other lrand, is grounded in their atheistic corrviction that God is absent, i.c., does
nol. cxist, and tlrcrcforc cannot cxcrcisc ally supcrnatural power. Thc naturalists'
rationale for the existence of an evolutionary mechanism is therefore, given
their assumptions, somewhat more compelling than that of the theistic evolu-

tionists.

Scientism
Both naturalists and theistic evolutionists fall victim to the error that science
can explain everything, even ultimate questions about the origin, destiny and
meaning of life. Naturalists promote scientism so that scientific naturalism can
serve as a substitute for traditional religions. When naturalism supplants traditional religions in the liearts of people, the scientists then become the "high
priests" of this new religion for modern man, and proceed to act as the arbiters
of truth and meaning for the modern world.
But science can tell us little about the one-time events of creation known as
singularities since the laws that govern them, if any, are totally unknown to
mere mortals. The legitimate province of science is not singularities or creation
events but the realm of repetitive phenomena governed by established natural
laws, as w€ can see lrorn a homey example. If you leave a tightly seaieci giass
jug of milk outside on a cold winter night, the jug willshatter. This experiment
can be repeated over and over again, always with the same result. Science has
provided satisfactory answers to why this phenomenon takes place, in terms of
natural laws governing the expansion of liquids when they freeze.
A person flrom a pre-scientific culture, unfamiliar with these natural laws,
might attempt to give a "spiritual" explanation of the shaftered jug and say "the
spirit of the cold ('Jack Frost') broke the jug." But if that pgrson were taught the
natural laws that govern freezing liquids, he or she woufd probably abandon the
"spiritual" explanation, for people tend to follow the principle of Occam's Razor, refusing to entertain two explanations of a phenomenon when one will suffice.

Naturalistic hypotheses and theories of evolution undermine Catholic doctrine because they claim that there is within nature a mechanism or process that
can explain the origins of things which people once thought could only be explained by a supernatural spirit outside of nature. Now this naturalistic mechanism olevolution, whether it be Lamarckian inheritance of acquired characteristics, or Danvinian variation and natural selection, or any other such naturalistic

mechanisrn, has not been dentonslraled to exist. But if such a dernonstration
were to occur, a religious crisis of monumental proportions would ensue. People would follow the principle of Occam's Razor, reasoning that the naturalistic
mechanism of evolution had adequately explained the problem oforigins. They
would quickly reject the "God explanation" of origins as irrelevant, perceiving
Cod to be as superfluous and expendable as "Jack Frost".

Spiritual Devastation
But even without the actual demonstration of the existence of an evolution
mechanism within nature, the evolution idea has resulted in loss of faith and
spiritual devastation wherever it has been assumed and believed. In the years
following the publication of Darwin's Origin of Species in 1859, the intellectual
elites of Europe and America decided that Darwin had confirmed a universe of
pure contingency, and in 1885 Friedrich Nietszche confidently proclaimed what
many of his contemporaries were already saying in other words: "God is dead".
One need only mention the name "social Darwinism" to conjure up the horrendous depredations of the human community wrought by laissezfaire capital-

ism, fascism and communism. When Christians succumb to a naturalistic reinterpretation of the doctrine of creation the resulting costs to the church are
great. Perhaps the greatest cost is the loss of theodicy or Natural Theology.
When Natural Theology is denied, the foundation of rationality which it provides for those making an act of faith in God is destroyed, and believers are
reduced to making fideistic "leaps of faith" which are not supported by any
empirical facts. Some have celebrated the "leap of faith" as an act of courage,
and their slogan is Credo quia absurdum!-'l believe because it is absurd!'but such is not the faith of the church.
We know from the theological science of Natural Theology that theistic faith,
though it issues forth from divine revelation and is a gift of supernatural grace,
also rests on a solid foundation of human reason. Perhaps the most effective
exponent of this science was the Anglican clergyman, William Paley, who published his book Natural Theologt in 1802.'

In a famous passage Paley says that if he were crossing a heath and happened
to find a watch, he would study its amazing contrivances and conclude that the
watch must have had a maker. He notes that "every indication of contrivance
and every manifestation of design" which existed in the watch could be found
also in nature, and to an even greater extent. The rational and straightforward
conclusion, according to Paley, is that nature must have had an intelligent designer and maker, for "where there is artifice, there must be an artificeg where
there is contrivance, there must be a contriver".

Paley's argumentation from the evidences of naiure to the existence of an
intelligent "Watchmaker," i.e., the Designer and Maker whom we call God, is a

reaffirmation of tlre teaching of tlrc Apostlc Paul in Romans

l,

that we can

reason from "thosa lhings whiclt hsve hean merle" and logically come to knorv
the existence of God.2 Paley's argumentation also anticipates the dogma defined
at Vatican Council I, that "If anyone shall have said that the one true God, our
Creator and our Lord, cortttot be known with certitude by those things which

hsve been made, by the light of hutrron reosott, Iet hint be anathema."3

"Blind Watchmaker"
But modern atheistic evolutionists like Richard Dawkins, the noted biologist
of Public Understanding of Science, deny natural theology and claim that Paley's argument is wrong. For them, biology is, in
and holder of the Oxford Chair

Dawkins' famous definition, "the study of contplicated things that give the
appeorance of having been designed for a purpose.'{ But this appearance,
according to evolutionists, is a vast illusion, a grand phenomenological deception. Dawkins knows, through a kind of "revelation" given by Darwin's Origin
of Species, that living things have not been designed for a purpose, despite appearances or evidences to the contrary:
Paleyb argument is made with passionate sincerity and is informed by the
best biological scholarship of his day, but it is wrong, gloriously and utterly
wrong. The analogt between telescope and the eye, between watch and the
living organism, isfalse. All appearances lo lhe contrary the only watchmaker
in nature is the blindforces of physics, albeit deployed in a very special way. A
true watchmaker has foresight: he designs his cogs and springs, and plans
their interconnections, with afuture purpose in his mindb eye. Natural selection, the blind, unconscious, automatic process which Darwin discovered, and
which we now know is the explanalionfor lhe exislence and apparently purposefitlform of all life, has no purpose in mind. It has no mind, and no mindb
eye. It does not planfor thefuture. It has novision, noforesight, no sight at all.
If it can be soid to play the role of watchmaker in naturc, it is lhe blind watchmaker5
Dawkins goes on to say that he could not imagine being an atheist at any time
before 1859 when Darwin's Origin of Species was published, and he declares
that "Darwin made it possible lo be an intellecluolly fulfilled atheist."6
But Darwin himself was aware that there was an Achilles'heel to his "blind
watchmaker" rnechanism of variation and natural selection:

If it could be demonstrated that any contplex organ existed which could nol

possibly have been formed by numerous, successive, slight modificalions, my
lheory would absolulely break clown.l

Natural Selection ruled out
The demonstration Darwin feared has been accomplished by modern biochemistry, as biochemist Michael J. Behe points out in his new book Dorwinb
Black Box, namely that within the living cell there are machines which could
not possibly have been formed by numerous, successive, slight modifications.
These machines are characterised by irreducible complexity, i.e., all of the parts
olthe machine must be present for the machine to work at all. This fact rules out

Darwinian pathways of natural selection because there is no function to select
unless all of the parts are already assembled. Behe maintains that the evidence
painstakingly gathered in the field of biochemistry over the past forty years
indicates unequivocally that life was designed by an intelligence:
"The result of these cumulative efforts to investigate the cell-to inyestigate life at the molecular level-is a loud, clea4 piercing cry of 'design! ' The
result is so unambiguous and so significanl that it must be ranked as one of
lhe grealest achievements in the history of science."s
Has Darwin's "blind watchmaker" thesis of evolution by means of natural
selection succeeded in replacing Paley's "watchmaker" argument for design?
Astronomer Fred Hoyle and mathematician Chandra Wickamasinghe, repiy in
the negative. After calculating the mathematical probability of chemical evolution, i.e., a living cell evolving by chance from non-living material, as one chance
in l0 to the 40,000th power (a number indicating sheer impossibility), they had
this to say:

Origin of Species lurned out to be wrong, as we
have seen in lhis chapler It is ironic lhat the scientifcfacls throw Darwin
ouL bul leave lYilliam Paley, afigtre offun to the scienlifc worldfor more
lhan a centurr', slill in the tdurnantent wilh a chance of being lhe ultintale
winner
The speculations of the

They went on to declare Paley the winner in their l98l book Evolutionfrom
Space, for, as they said, life is in every way "deliberate." They further stated.
"There are so many/laws in Darwinisnt thal one can voncler why it swept so

contpletely through lhe scienlific world, and why

it is still entlentic lodoy.'t

Christians who defend Darwinism
In the secular academic world today many researchers are cooperating in an
effort to subject evolutionism to critical scrutiny, and to hold evolutionist theo-

rists to a more rigorous empirical standard, "a rigorous hermcneutic" ilyou
will, for interpreting empirical data. This critical trend, while it has been rvelcomed by many scientists, has met intense resistance from Christian acadenrics.
The noted critic of evolutionism, Phillip E. Johnson, author of two challenging
books on scientific naturalism, Darwin on Trial and Reason in the Balance, lras
commented insightfully on the cause of this surprising resistance:
That many Christian college and seminary professors are ardent defenders of Darwinism may seem astonishing, but it is true. There are many reosons for this, including the powerful indoctrination aspiring professors receive in graduate school. Perhaps the most importantfactor is that the reigning
assumption among Christian intellectuals in recent years has been that, given
the futility offighting a war with science, the best hope for saving Christianity in modern cuhure is to show that Christian lheism can coexisl with scientific knowledge, including the theory of evolution. This assumption gave theistic evolutionists an enormous stake in believing thot what lhe rulers of
science tell us about evolulion is true (and hence unbeatable), and that it is
religiously neutral (and hence acceptable).

Neither of those beliefs is correct. lYhat theistic evolutionists have failed
above all to comprehend is that lhe conflict is not over 'facts" but over woys
of thinking. The problem is not just with any specific doctrine of Darwiniun
science, but with the naturalistic rules of rhought that Darwinian scientist.y
employ to derive those doctrines. If scientists had ocnmlly observed natural
selection creating new organs, or had seen a slep-by-step process offitndamental change consistently recorded in thefossilrecord, such observations
could readily be interpreled as evidence of Godb use of seconclary causes to
create. But Darwinian scienlists have not observed anything like that. ll/hqt
they have done is to assume as a motter of first principle thal purytoseless
malerial processes can do all the work of biological creation because, according to their philosophy, nolhing else was available. They have defned
their task as finding the most plausible-or least implausible-descriptiotr
of how biological crealion could occur in the absence of a creator. The spccific answers they derive may or may nol be reconcilable with theisnr, but the
manner of thinking is profoundly atheistic. Tb accept lhe answers as indnbitably true is inevitably to accept the thinking Ihal generated those enswers.
That is why I think the appropriote termfor lhe accommodationist position is
not "lheistic evolution," but rather theistic naluralism. Under eilher ternt, it
is a disastrous errorto
From the "non-believer's" perspective, the decade of the fifties was the "highwater mark" of the tide of evolutionism. Evolutionist thinkers of that era were

exprcssing corlfiderrt assurances that evolution theory lrad vanquished the tlreory
olcreation. Let us take a retrospective look at the scientific progress of the past
iralf century and see how tlris progress impacted on the theories of evolution.
We bcgin in Chicago at the 1959 centennial celebration of the publication of
'fhe Origin of Species, where we can sense the excitement and victory celebration spirit animating the words of the celebration's most honored speaker, Julian

l{uxley:
Fulure hislorians will perhaps take this Centennial Week as epitomizing
on importanl critical period in the histor;t of this earth af ours-the period
when lhe proces.t of evolution, in the person of inquiring man, begen lo be
truly conscious of itself... This is one of thef rst public occasions on v'hich it
has been frankly faced that all aspects of reality are subject to evolution,
-f,'o* alom.s and stars to fish and flowers, from fsh and flowers Io human
societies and volues-indeed, lhat all reality is a single process of evolulion...

In thc evolutionary pallern of thought there is no longer either need or
roomfor the supernatural. The earthwas not created, it evolved. So did all
the onimals and plants that inhahit it, including our human selves, mind and
soul as well os brain and body. So did religion...
Finally, the cvolutionary vision is enoblingus to discern, however incompletely, lhe line aments af the new religion that we can be sure will arise to
serve lhe needs of the coning era.tl
The New Religion
A like triumphal spirit, some years earlier, marked the words of Fr. Pierre
-leilhard
de Chardin, who seems to have shared Julian Huxley's enthusiasm for
the new religion of evolutionism that would replace Christianity:
As you already know, what dominates my inleresl and my preoccupations
is lhe effort to establish in myself and to spread around a new religion (you
may call il a belter Christianity) in which the personal God ceases to be the
grcal neolithic proprielor offormer times, in order to become the soul of the
world; our religious and cultural stage callsfor this.t2

Cornpared to the rhapsodic exultation of Huxley and Teilhard and the other
cvolutiorrists who flourished in the fifties, the mood of scientists today is sober
and restrained. Representative of this restrained and even skeptical attitude is
Michael Denton's book Evolution: A Theory in Crisis (1986). Denton delivers a
devastatirrg critique of Darwinism and concludes that the theory fails to qualifo
as scicrrce, and is mere nretaplrysics and myth:
l0

One tnight have expected that a lheory of such carclinal itnporlance,
theory that literally changed the world, woulcl have been something ntora
than metaphysics, something more lhan o myth. Ultimately the Durwiniun
theory of evolution is no more nor less than the greot cosmogenic ntyth oJ'the
twentieth century...The truth is that despite the prestige of evoluti<tnary theory
and the tremendous intellectual ffirt directed lowards reducing living systems to the confines of Darwinian thought, nature refuses lo be imprisoneel.
In the final analysis we still know very little about how new forms of life
arise. The "myslery of mysteries"-lhe origin of new beings on earlh is still
largely as enigmatic as when Darwin set sail on the Beagle.rs
u

Discoveries (1953)
The year 1953 was a "bitter watershed" for evolution theory, irt that two
significant discoveries were made which were to have profound negative impact. Kenneth Oakley and Joseph Weiner discovered that a criminal intelligence
had artificially altered the appearance of the Piltdown fossils. Subsequently tlre
British Museum announced that Piltdown Man, for over forty years an important "proof' of human evolution, was fraudulent. The announcement liberated
the science of paleo-anthropology from a long and oppressive deception, but
left a void where the proof for human evolution ought to be.
Also in 1953 the double helix architecture of the DNA molecule was discovered by Francis Crick and James Watson, launching the science of biochemistry
and precipitating a revolution in biology that continues unabated to this day.
Two effects of this revolution are: (a) the recognition of the existence in the
living cell of structures of trreducible complexity on a massive scale, and (b) the
recognition of vast amounts of coded idormation in the living cell.. These two
phenomena cannot be explained adequately by-evolutionist theory, and point to
intelligent design rather than to chance, natural selection, or other evolutionist
mechanisms.

In 1980 leaders of the "punctuated equilibria" school of evolutionism, as
part of their critique of Darwinism, insisted on a "literal reading" olthe lossil
record. Largely through their efforts the scientific community now recognises
that the two outstanding features of the fossil record are abrupt appear:rncc of
all the known body types of animals, and stasis of those types once they appear.
Evolutionist theories, however, predict sequenlial appearance of species, arrd
continuous transformatians of species. Under a normal application of tlte rules
of hypothesis testing, evolutionist theories would be consideredfalsif ed by the
evidence. Non-evolutionary theories of origins, on the other hand, p redict abrupt
II

nppcarailcc anci stasisl

Thc rvcakcst lirr)< in the evoiutionist scenario of biological transformations
is lhe first link, the chemicalevolution of first life lrom pre-existing non-living
rnattcr. Hoyle and Wickrainasinghe, as we lrave seen, concluded tliat chcrnical
cvolution is mathematicaily impossible. As a result of their scientific research
they have experienced an intellectual conversion away from the blind watchrnaker explanatiorr of chance evoluticn, to the opposing hypothesis of intelligent design:

probability of life originating at random is
il becomes sensible to think that the
properlies
physics,
of
which
life depends, are in every respect
on
.favourable
deliberale...lt is, therefore, almost inevitable that our own measure of intelligence musl reflcct higher inlelligences...even to the limit of God.ta
Once v,e see, hou,ever, that the

so ultarly miniscule as lo. make it absurd,

Arguments abandoned
Fifty years ago there were more arguments for evolution than there are today.
Over the years rnany of the old arguments have become weakened, or have been
abnndoned. The argument from embryology claiming that the developing human embryo passes through its past evolutionary stages, that "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny" as Ernst Haeckel's "biogenetic law" phrased it, has been
abandoned. The argunrent frorn so-called "vestigial organs," still strong in the
1950's, has virtually disappeared. Similarity of blood was once seen as an important "test" of evolutionary relationships, but the blood experiments were
o'excaptions"
abandorred when too many
to evolutionist classification piled up,
e.g. the tests were indicating that humans are a link between gorilla and chimpanzee!

Spontaneous generation of life from non-living matter, though it does not
take place today under any known laboratory conditions, is the basic assumption of all evolutionist experiments on abiogenesrs or origin of first life. In the
famous 1953 experiment of Stanley Miller and Harold Urey, in which an electric charge was passed through a simulated primitive atmosphere, several amino
acids were prociuced such as those found in proteins today. Such experiments
grcatly increased the credibility of evolutionary theory, and excitement ran high
I'or a number of years. The mood is very different today as researchers contemplate the staggering difllculties of synthesising the proteins of life and DNA. If
lile is ever synthesised in the distant future, we may be sure that the achievenrent will be a testimony to tlre intelligence of the researchers who accomplished
the feat, and not a testimony to the alleged power of chance or random proc12.

esses to give rise

to

lif-e.

The textbook arguments for evolution today are few and not vcry convincing. One reads about peppered moths and Calapagos finclres, which are good
examples of the conservative process of natural selection operating to stabilise
a population in response to changes in the environment. But the great extrapolation from these small variations within a species (sometirnes called nricro-evolution) to transformation of one species into another (sometimes callcd rnacroevolution) is totally without any basis in empirical fact.

Doctrines corroded
Naturalistic thinking, when applied to the doctrines of our supernatural Faith,
can only corrode and destroy those doctrines. Theistic evolutionists argue tlrat
the church must make an exception in the case of the doctrine of crcation, and
accept the blind watchmaker thesis as scientific flact. Non-believers in evolutionism view this uncritical acceptance of the blind watchmaker thesis as a tragic
mistake. For them there is no substantial reason why the God who daily changes
bread and wine into His flesh and blood in the Eucharist, cannot also have clrangcd
the dust of the earth into the flesh and blood of Adam, and the rib of Adam into
the flesh and blood of Eve.

Nlilitunt atheist Daniel Dennett is candid in acknowledging that evolutionism is "o universal acid, [thatJ eats through just about every lnulitiottttl concepl and Ieaves in its wake a revolutionised world-viets".ts This contrasts with
the deceptive propaganda of theistic evolutionists. Their propaganda would have
us believe that acceptance of the evolutionist account of origins, and the evolutionist exegesis of Scripture that comes with it, is a minor clrange of a few
peripheral details of doctrine which does not alter the essence of the lraith. Sonre
of them may actually believe that, while others are fully aware that they are
promoting a revolutionary agenda.

Challenge scientists
We will convert few naturalistic scientists if we tell them tirat they are essentially right about origins, and the church has been essentially wrong and has had
to change its own doctrine to adjust to the "fact" of evolution. Rrther we should

challenge scientists to follow the noblest principles of their scientific traditiorr,
especially the principle of pursuing the empirical evidence wherever it may
lead, without ideological prejudice. When modern scientists appropriate the internal lreedom to conduct their research in this way, they will soon recognize
that evolutionism, with its Victorian Age preoccupatiorr with rarrdomness aud
chance, represents tire rvave of the past.

li

Scicrttists of-tlrc Infirrrrratrorr Agc rvill flrrd thcir truc joy not in cxplainirrg
cvcrything in tcrrls ol'a chirlerical blind rvatclimaker, but in exploring ncw
Irorizons ol'r r.rnivcrsc fincly tuncd to bc hospitablc to lif-c, and a biosplrcrc
satrrrated vvith codetl infa'mation Initiaily, like l{oyle arrd Wickranrasinghe,
thcy rrtay bcskcpticalof the conclusiorr that flows frorn the rnessagc olrevelation about thc lntelligerrt Designer, the Creator olmatter atrd the Makerof life.
Ilut if they persist in their researclr with intellectual integrity they will soon
di.scovcr tlte ever-increasing body of evidence pointing toward the intelligent
Dcsigncr. As thcy re-adjust thcir scicntific theories to accommodate this
cvirlcnce of intclligcnt dcsign, they rvill begin to see a marvellous concordartce bchvccn the nrcssagd of revelation and the message of naturc.

Some scientists who reject evolution
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DID DINOSAURS AND
HUMANS CO-EXIST?
ACCORDING to evolution theory, dlnosaurs became extinct about 70
million years ago, and no human being ever saw a live dinosaur. However,
there is growing evidence that thls idea ls totally wrong, and that
dinosagrs and humans have lived on earth together. In thls factsheet, we
shall conslder some scientillc and historical evidences which seriously
challenge the popular view of dlnosaurs.
FBESH DINOSAUR

BONES:

/

There have been numerous diseqverles
of Jossillsed dinosaur bones, and it has
been argued that this is evidence that
these creatures dled millions of years
ago. What is not widely known is that

Jresh, unmineralised dinosaur

bones
were dlscovered by a petroleum geologlst
h northu/estern Alaska ln 1961. He
assumed them to be bison bones, and it
took scientists 20 years to recognise that

Skult

the bones belonged to a duck-bllled
dlnosaur, and that the deposit also

ned dlnosaurs.r Sclenttsts from the
Universlty of Callfornta and the
Unlversity of Alaska are extractlng the

and facing

a

dtlemma: how could these bones have
remained in fresh condltion for 7O mlllion years? They were certalnly not preserved by cold, because there ls no
doubt that the climate of the area was
much warmer when the dlnosaurs ltved.
This is lndicated by the dlscovery of a
"buded forest" tn the Canadian Arcttc,

often flnd in softwood lumber."

whlch contained the unfossiltsed
remains of redwood trees. This consisted
of 5O-metre-htgh trees, with 2-metre
diameter trunks, which grew only about
6 metres apart {today, only midget-sized
plants can survlve in that frozen wtlderness). Although geologlsts say the forest

Edmonfosaurus, a duck-tilled dinosaut.

grew 45 mtllion years ago, the wood
can still be sawn, burned and even
carved. An article ln Canadian Geographic nryazire reported: "Walking
among the ancient stumps and logs, lt
ls easy to let imagtnauon crasc tels of
mllllons of years, to step over not
fosstl, but freshly fallen tmnks.. lthe
woodl stlll has that reddish hue we

contained the bones of large and small
carnlvorous dinosaurs. as well as hor-

remaining fosstls

ol

2

(emphasts added). The evidence suggests that the age of both the dlnosaur
bones and the buried forest is no more
than a few thousand years, which is
fatal to evolutlonary theory.
NEW DATING METHODS:

When we read that dlnosaur bones
have been dated radlo-metrically as
betng "{' milltons of years old, it is not
generally realised how these dates are
obtained. Nelther the fosslls, nor the
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sedimentary rocks in which they are
found can actually be dated radio-metrically, the dates being obtatned from uolcdnic materials found near the fossils,
and these methods involve numerous

unprovable assumptions.3

However,

direct dating oI'dinosaur bones has been
undertaken using the radto-carbon
method
a method which is normally
reserved -for materlals thought to be less
than 50 thousand years old
- and some
a:rlrazirag results obtained. Bones of Acre
canthosawts from Glen Rose, Texas, and
bones of Allosaurus from Grand Junction,
Colorado, yielded dates of 25,75O years
and 16, l2O years respecuvely!, Further
experlments undertaken in a Moscow
laboratory by Russian scientists A. Ivanov
and Dmitri Kouznetsov, uslng a new
method known as laser Mass Spectrometry, have conlirmed that these fossils have
a maxtnum age of 28,5OO years.s This
places dinosaurs well wtthin the tlme of
modern man according to evolutionlsts'
own daUng. It must be pointed out,
though, that radlo-carbon dates are
almost certalnly far too high, and these
dates could well be brought within the
Bibltcal Ume-scale.6
HISTORICAL RECORDS:

Storles of dragons abound ln almost every
culture, and tt is reasonable to suppose
that there ls at least some trrth ln many

of them, and that humans really have

come face to face wlth great reptiles tn the

past. From Anglo-Saxon tlmes, and even
as late as the Middle Ages, numerous
reports of slghttngs of dlnosaur-llke creatures have been presewed in historlcal

records. Here is an enample from a
chronlcle of t4O5: "Close to the torrn of
Bures, near Sudbuty (Suffolk), there has

Humans probably dd meel dinosaurs

lately appeared, to the great hurt of
the countryslde, a dragon, vast in
body, with a crested head, teeth like a
saw and a tail extending to an enonnous length. Having slaughtered the
shepherd of a flock, it devoured many
sheep."z And from a chronicle that still
survives in Canterbury Cathedral library we leam of a fight between two
glant reptiles which took place on
Friday September 26th. 1449 tn a
riverside meadow near ttre vtllage of
Ltttle Conrad on the Suffolk/Essex
border. The fight was witnessed by the
locals. and the fleld has been known
as Sharpflght Meadow ever since.T
Thesc sclentlfle and hletorlcal cvl-

dcnces serlously challcnge the
popular vlev that dlaossurs bccame
e-tlnet 60 rnllllsa ycars before
humans appcared on earth. They
clcerly polnt to thc co-edstclrcc of
hunens and dlnosaurs wtthtn htstorlcal tlnes and erpose ttre llluslonar5r rrstlrc of thc 'nllllons-ofyclrs' cvolutlonary tlmcscale.
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A Forgotten Creationist Scholar
The Romanian Nicolae C" Paulesco
{186e-1931)

by Dan loan Muregan
Born in a ccnservativc C-;hristiau-Orthodox backqround, N.C. Paulesco wertt
to the Facui-ry- of F,{e<jicine in Paris, where he won the affection of Etienne
Lancereaux {1E2q-1910), the most widelv known clinician and
anatomo-pathologist of those times. Doctor both in Medicine and Natural
Sciences, he returned to Ronrania in 1900. starting a brilliant universitv career.
Oul of his nurnerous works, we mention the Traiti de Mdtlecine (in
coilaboration vviih Lancereaur. voi. I-lll. Paris. 1912: vcl. lV Sibin- - Rornania,
1928: vol. V stili remainirg in i\{S). and especially the Traitd de Phvsiologie
M6dicale (r'ol. i-lll, Bucharest. 1919-1921\ which has. in its last r,'olurne, a
remarkable chapter entitled What is the Cause <>f Life?. about which we will
write in rvhat follt-ru's.
Paulesco is kno*n especiailv di.re to a huge injustice that rvas done to him.
lrr August 1921 he pubtished ihe work Recherches sur le role du pancrdas dans

nutitive (in Arclrrves lntemationales de Physiologie of Lidge)
is actuail;; thc discovery of the scientific cule of diabetes; Paulesco
managing to thus bc the first to isolate and in-iect experimentally the
<pancreatic extract>. the product c.f the pancreas's internal secretion, rvhiclt
he called <PANCREINA>. FIe managed to crbtain it as early as 1916, but
WWI hindered hinr from popularizing his acbievernent, a thing that he was
now doinq il the well-known Belgian publication. The American scholar
Ernest L. Scott, professor of Physiology at Columbia University in New York,
l'assimilation
rv:hich

asked Pauicsco on 5 November 1921 to entrust to him the preparation and the

ipreading

of the new product.

Floping

to

Rcrmania, Dl'. Paulesco delayed his answer

realise the beneficent

curt

in

to the American proposal. On 4

November 1922 some unknown Canadian scholars (Macleod, Banting, Best)
rvere noisily announcing of the "new diabetes cure by insulin", which was
noihing eise than '.he product o{ Professor Paulesco. The Rornanian scholar's
paternity oi tbis product was recognised at that time by J. Murlin. H. Cloug,
C.B. Gibbs and A. Stokes (see ihe Journal of Biological Chemistry of May
1923), and try Sir E. Sherpey-Schater (see lie Endecrine Organs. Edinburgh.

18-

1926 p.343415). But the Nobel Committee refused Dr. Paulesco's letter of
protest, leaving his Canadian plagiarists to enjoy the Romanian professor's
tenacious work. (For other details see I. Pavel The Prioity of N. C. Paulesco
in the Discovery of Insulin, Romanian Academic Publishing House, 1975, in

English version).

I
I
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But these are not precisely the aspects that interest us here. Another
important part of his work, let us say the most important one, because this is
how its author himself considered it, is the warfare declared and bravely
carried out against Darwinism and evolutionism, for the realisation of a
scientific creationist view of the world. In what follows, we shall present the
most important stages of his approach in this sphere of activity.
On 1 November 1902, at the Faculty of Medicine of Bucharest, he gave the
university lecture The Spontaneous Generation and Darwinism as opposed to
the Experimental Method, which he finished by drawing the following
conclusions:

"If this hypothesis, lacking any serious basis, has so much captivated
the world, it is because it has been seized by materialist rhetors, who
have pulled it out of the calm ground of science, so as to fling it on the
tumultuous ground of the philosophic and religious struggles; it is
because it has been believed that it would be capable of giving this
admirable harmony we find in the organic world a purely mechanical
explanation. out of which the <<final causes>> intervention u'ould
have previously been excluded.

Now,

if

we were

to put

forward an opinion on the species'

evolufion we would gladly do it: given the well-established fact that
not a single case of transformation of a species into another has been
observed in nature, and considering that the hypothesis of the species'
transformation comes in manifest contradiction with well established
facts. in the name of the experimental science and until we have the

obvious proof of the opposite, we admit the < <species'
immutability>> and we adhere to Linn6's sentence: <<TOT
NUMERAMUS SPECIES QUOT AD INITIO CREAVIT
INFINITUM ENS>>. (We count as many species as the Infinite

I
I

I

Being has initially created).
For the Romanian scientific life, this has been a real thunderbolt. Dr. N.
Leon, intimate friend of Ernst von Haeckel, attacks him in the specific manner
of the Haeckelian sect, accusing assertions that Paulesco never uttered (April
1e03).

in March and May 1904.
and doing away with Haeckel's. "moneron",

Unimpressed at all, Dr. Paulesco answered him

strengthening

his

arguments
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pointing out its "scientificity". using significant quotations from the German
scholar's book Les inigmes de I'univers, Paris, 1902 in which the latter
confessed his intention to found the "monist religion"! Paulesco's conclusion
wlls this:
"Behold where those who upheld the transformism (which is
of materialism) ended up! After they

nothing trut a disguised form

'

now,
facts, that is by the experimental science, the positive science
when the real science re-iects their conclusions they take exception to
it, invoking a pseudo-science, based on "suppositions. coniectures and
persQnal lptmtoqs!"
N. teon showed his true face: in December 1904 he went as far as to even
dispute'the rule of the experimental method that brought Paulesco to his
significant conclusions, opposing it the logic demonstration (the evolutionist
logic, by all means!), invariably maintaining (perhaps because of his surplus
fair-play...) that Paulesco "doesn't know..., misunderstands..., is wrong...". He
even calls Paulesco a "religious maniac". The creationists nowadays know the

manrer in which the evolutionists understand to have scientific discussions:
doing away with the adversary. But the Romanian creationist takes back his
previous speaker's assertions in February 1905, drawing the conclusion that "the
Spontaneous Generation's doctrines and the Darwinism are nothing but some
colossal errors". And this bgfole G. McCready Price's statement that
Darwinism "is a most gigantic hoax" (New Geology,1923)t
Defeating N. Leon, in that very year (1905), Paulesco gave the famous
three lectures that would make up the work The Notions of Soul and God in
Physiologgr, later attached as conclusions of the third volume of the Trait€ de
Physiologie Mddicale, which we mentioned before, and which, published in
French, can be placed at the creationist public's disposal, in the Occident.
The first lecture, The Finality in Biologlr, comes to an end with the
foll<iwing conclusions:

'

"The scientific examination reveals that the living beings present
the following essential characteristics:
i" a protoplasmatic body formed of one or more cells, having a
special organisation and an evolution correlative to the reproduction;
2" vital phenomena of nutrition and of relation.
But, trom what I have told you until now, it obviously results that
the organization, the evolution and the vital phenomena differ from
the acts and phenomena of the crude nature and from those of the
dead nature, just by the fact that they materialize with a common
purpose: the individual's sustenance and the perpetuation of species.
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The morphological and

physiological purpose

is, therefore,

the

distinctive mark of the living beings."
The second lecture is Materialism, out of which we quote:
"Materialism is, therefore, nothing but a weaving of errors, And,
even more, the materialist error is far from being harmless; it is a
malevolent doctrine and, among the evils that it causes, the least is
that it holds back the progress of the science of life. Denying the final
causes
even the efficient ones
and declaring a pioi the identity

- the living beings, this, doctrine
- the crude bodies and
between
horizontally diminishes the scientific researches; it covers the
researchers' eyes and draws them to laziness.
It is our duty, therefore, to combat materialism with all our
powers. I hope, anyway, that the present discussion has shattered it
enough so that it won't ever be able to rise again in your spirit."
And the conclusion:
"Irt us now sufilmaize all we have said and point out the
materialists' methods of dealing with us:
1o They use expressions whose importance exceeds that of the
acts; then they generalize arbitrarily.

2" They resort to double - meaning words, or call with one name
two different things; then, taking advantage of the confusion resulted
from the linguistic abuse, they assert the analogy and even the ideotity
of the living beings with the crude bodies, from where they pick out
arguments to support their doctrine.
which lead us to sophism
But it is obvious that such methods

-

are not scientific at all."
The last and most important lecture is Sou/ and God which ends as follows:
"Therefore, the man of science cannot only say < <I believe in
God)>, but he must declare <<I know God exists!>>.
Now we can answer the question <<What is the cause of life?>>.
The answer which fulfils all the conditions required by the scientific
method is:
Life is the effect of two immediate

causes: one,

the

secondary

the other, the
caus€ or Soul
- unique for every living being; and
primary cause or God, unique for all the living beings."
In this work has been enclosed a list of 60 astronomers, mathematicians,
dcmists, biologists, with important excerpts from their work, with the title Tie
I&z of God in Science. The conclusions were these:
"The idea of <<God>> is a fundamental notion without which
science falls into the absurdity. The atheistic materialism has flooded
-21
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the modern society, which has blindly accepted it because it presented
itself as the expression of science, as the result or the synthesis of the
even
most recent discoveries. It resorted to the prestige of science
so as to -compel
if, as a system, it really is the denial of science
- to perceive its
' recognition to the crowds of demi-scholars unable
hypocrisy. Through them it has been introduced in schools where,
cowardly. it has exploited, and still does, the candour and the naivity of
the inexperienced young people who have neither sufficient knowledge,
nor a critical spirit developed enough to tell a lie from the truth, and
has poisoned, thus, with its malevolent doctrines, more generations.
As any other error. materialism means ignorance - either by lack
of culture or by lack of intelligence... or by poison."
ends with the prophetic words:
The whole work (remember!
- 1905)
nNowadays, a movement
of reaction towards the invasion of
materialism and its corollary (atheism) takes place all over the world
in the field of science, especially in France and Germany. Hopefully,
within a short time, the science will get rid of this parasite which not
only compromises it, but hinders its progress, as well."
We remind you that all these words were uttered at the beginning of 1905.
Meaningful for their novelty is that when another evolutionist, D. Voinov,
attacks him in 1906, he calls Paulesco's theory "Paulism", wanting to underline
the singularity of his conception in the European scientific context.
But Paulesco did not cease his work in the field of the new view, later to
be called "scientific creationism", once he established those pillars. In 1907 and
1908 he demolished Voinov's last oppositions.
In 1910 he published his work Social Instincts. Vices and Confiicts. Moral
Remedies, vhich contains some contributions of a topical interest , we believe,
to the accomplishment of the creationist model. They concern the law of
natural selection. The evolutionists saw in the natural selection a central law,
a fundamental creative process which had generated the transformation of the
species frorn one into another. The creationists have pointed out the
tautological character of such a conception, proving with the help of molecular
biology the conservative character of the natural selection. This process
excludes any mutation that would attempt on the genetic prototype of the
species. Creationists transformed, therefore, the natural selection into a
secondary law, an effective one, but functioning rather in the area of the
unsurpassable frontien between species. But what is then the central,
fundamental law of the living world? We put at the disposal of nowadays
creationists Dr. Paulesco's thoughts. Will anyone reactualize his spectacular
conclusion?
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"...people form natural societies (families, tribes, nations) and
animals group together, as well, in societies analogous to those of
people (families, tribes, flocks, herds etc.). A strong sentiment of love
(married, parental, filial brotherly, tribal or national love) governs the

constitution
organization

and perpetuation of these societies, while their
is made by virtue of the instincts of domination and

subordination.
But these instincts turn into love sentiments because the families,
the tribes and the nations' leaders have a kind of affection. for their
subjects, and the latter ones, on the other hand, feel gratitude for their

beneficent leaders; affection and gratitude which, upon close
examination, are nothing but variants of love.
The general conclusion that results out of the study of the social
instincts, is that the supreme law that rules the societies of both people
and animals is LOVE."
This is not a mere philosophical speculation suspended in the air, trut the
result of an induction tightly applied to a very positivistic study of the crude
data, supplied by the monumental Aaimal World of the German zoologist
Brehm. And, is it not natural that the supreme law in a Creation of a God
which is Love, should be precisely... the love?

After

Paulesco searched

for the moral remedies of the vices (vices

considered as perverted instincts, and instincts considered as divine laws put
into people in order to assume the life of the individual and the perpetuation
of the species), be concludes that:
"The Christian Doctrine contains a real scientific moral. Not only
that it combats man's essential vices, which generate so many conflicts
natural means
and against which Mankind is defenceless, but
- using
to be impossible:
it realises among well-intended men what seems
-love. Jesus Christ has re-established peace in Mankind; He raised the
law of love, which was fallen; He brought the Kingdom of God again
on earth. Such a work cannot but be dMne!
The science of life determined me to declare, in a previous lecture:
<<I believe in God>>. The same science determines me to add
today: <<... and in Jesus Christ!>>"
In l9l3 he published an important apologetic work: Tie Hospital, The
Koran, The Talmud, The Free-Masonry, in which he demonstrated that these
anti-Christian doctrines and associations (except for the Hospital, to which they
are compared) are based on Lie. Tbe remedy is seen in the divine Spirit of
Truth, as a distinctive feature of Christianity:
"Before this spirit of Tmth, I cross myself and cry from the bottom of
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my soul: <<I believe in the Holy Spirit>>!"
His whole life was a fight for the unity of the Church, although he was
reserved towards Protestantisrn, which he only knew from the liberal and
practically non-Christian branch of the late XIXth century:
"Mankind finds for itself in the Christian Church the ideal organization
established by God Himself thanks to which it w;ll escape the wars'
wrath and the danger of extermination (...). I can finish, therefore, this
work witb the fourth formula of the Christian Symbol (the Creed):
<<I believe in the Holy and Apostolic Church, Infallible One and
Universal, that brings the endless Peace of Cod's Kingdom on
earth> >"
In 1930 he cleared up from a scientific point of view, the Resurrection of
our [.ord Jesus Christ. All his life, Paulesco fought against abortion and usury.
In politics he was a national-Christian conservative, an ardent anti-Communist.
Paulesco was a profound Christian, so that his close friend, the great
Romanian historian N. Iorga said at his death that "he lived like a martyr and
died like a saint". He often preached from the Church's pulpit. In this respect,
here is some advice he used to give his students:
"'Wh€n you enter a hospital, unclothe your viies of cupidity and vanity,
have off laziness and dedicate yourself entirely to the sick ones to
whom be grateful if by taking care of them, they shall allow you to
learn. And if you want to be perfect, pick the fruits that are going to
grow out of the seed I bave set today in your souls, young and
generous souls. and following the precepts of charity, look after the
poor sick. Not as you look after a poor man or after a brother that
suftbrs but as after God Hirnself!"
This is in outline his activities in the creationist field, centered on a
creationist Physiology. As to its importance, Angelo DOLCI, the papal nuncio
in Romania wrote in 1929:
"The Romanian physiologist and physician Paulesco, the brilliant
scholar, is not well-known in ltaly, but very much abroad, in France
especialiy. I have read these days his treatise on Physiology which is
preeminently classic, and which is also inspired from the most rigorous
scientific sources of the experimental Physiology, declaring explicitly,
really brilliant and in a modern manner, the finality and the existence
of a personal God. We have no words to express what great
apologetic value contains this treatise. written by one of the most
excellent physiologists alive."

And his disciple, Dr. V. TRIFU, considered
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Paulesco, maybe

a little

eulogistically, "the greatest scientific interpreter of the Dvinity, t}rough the
lucid study of the Creation itself
the scientific forerunner of the idea of
Mankind's pacification through the -Church of Christ".

I wrote these lines when, reading the remarkable work of Dr. Henry M.
Morris, History of Moden Creationism, I did not find the Romanian scholar's
name in it. Far be it from me to criticize the work: it is not surprising because
even we, the Romanians, did not popularize him, and his creationist risearches
were forbidden during the communist regime. For fifty years now. a war has
been carried on against Paulesco, the target of which was to assassinate him
through ignorance.
Creation Science is now conquering the

world. It must at tle same time be
it is not a fortuitous appearanc€ and neither without
roots. On a cultural field it represents the Christian world's riposte to the
destructive challenge of the atheistic evolutionism. The whole Christendom
has pursued the crystallization of a coherent and strong answer to this tlreat.
The efforts were successful only in that part of the world which had at its
disposal both the freedom and the scientific technique required: the
Anglo-Saxon world. From here, in the last decades, Creation Science has
spread world-wide, as tie vanguard of the Scientific Revolution whicb, through
the thermodynamic, quantum and relativist physics has pulverized in fact the
very cosmologic framework in which the evolutionism has been generated,
orphaning it from this point of view.
As you have observed from the extract chronologr which I have given,
Paulesco has tried to do this before the affirmation of the American
creationism (G. McCready Price) after the '20s.* This is why we consider
Paulesco one of the founding fathers, even if forgotten, of the modern
creationism. He becomes thus the reference point according to the Romanian
creationists endeavour in ranging among the worldwide current of this
admirable science. But at the same time he has made precious contributions
to the improvement of the creationist model, which should be turned to the
aware of its past, because

best account.

Creation Science, the

true Christian

ecumenism

and

the

Romanian-Occidental friendship will benefit from this.
'"Cleationism was at iB lowest ebb during the first quarter of this century. There was only a little
scholarly witness in America o the inspiration of Scripture and the doctrine of creation, and nelil to
none in Europe." The revival of creationism fcllowed after Paulesco's death in 1931: "The Erolution
Protest Movernent was launched in lrrndon 'n L932" with the physicist Sir Ambrose Fleming the
'father of modem radio' as president.. The first secretary nas the versatile (biologist) Douglas
[Alan Hayward , Creation and Ewlution, Triangle, 1c)94, p.761.
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REPLIES TO A CONCERNED PARENT
hy Anthony Nevard
Modern Science, as taught exclusively through education and the media,
claims to explain the existence of everything in the world by chance and natural
selection without the need for God. We read a very different description of
the origins of the world in the Genesis account of Creation. At some point our
children will be asking questions which could challenge their Faith.
I understand that Catholics may believe that God created the world and
ntankind by using the process of evolution.

That has never been officially taught - on the contrary, Pope Pius XII
clearly stated that evolution was not proven and must not be assumed to be
true. Since an unbiased study of Evolution shows that it contradicts the
scientific evidence, common sense and the Christian dochines of Creation,
saying that "God did it" can rnake Him appear to be doubly deceitful. as bottr
the natural world and the Bible fail to support an evolutionary interpretationl
This is news to me - all their science ancl history books, TV nature
progranmes, magazines etc. just a.cs&/ile evolution to be a proven faA, Surely
all the experts can't be mistaken ?
Ivlany scientists in the past and present have rejected evolution, but they
cannot get onto the rnedia to tell you why, because their a.lternative is
Creation, which is regarded as religious faith and not science. This really
amounts to indoctrination in the materialistic world-view. The educational
authorities exert strong pressure to accept evolutionism through the National
Curriculum and public exanrinations. We need to prepare the minds of our
chilclren for an ideological battle! But the movement is growing against
evolution.
But why should they accept our opinion against all those expert scientists?
They may react try deciding that it is the Bible and the Church that must be
wtong.
-

This is exactly what t}ey will conclude if they accept Evolution! We need
sound reasons for rejecting evolution - simple ones firr ttre
young, who trust our judgement; solid facts, evidences and arguments for
teenagers, who need to be able to make the right inferences for tbemselves.
We aim to open their minds to the truth, and have confidence in their ability

to teach them

to make a fair judgement, aided by Grace. They will also need some c,ourage,
as they are likely to face opposition from their peers and teachers. But they
are not hlone
fine scientists and scholars are on our side, as well as
- manythe
our natural reason,
Bible and the entire Catholic Tradition! And
remember we are attacking bad philosophy. not good science.
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As this is a compiex and difficult subject, would you avoici discussing it at
all until, sa),', the mid teens:)
Obviously some aspects. like radioactive dating or the 'red shift'. are hardly
appropriate to erplain to young chilclren. However, the more fundamental
issues relate to clrservable facts. common-sense reasoning and basic Christian
doctrines, and these fouldations can be laid from the early years. As children
Lrecome arvare of evolutionary arguments. they can be told more about the
many evidences against the theory which they are unlikely to get elsewhere.
Tell them about the hoa.res like Piltdown ,illan. Encourage them to be
sceplical about unprovable assertions and underlying assumptions. Get them to
laugh about the ridiculous notions put forward as scientific, like the idea of the
wind causing reptiles' scales to turrr into feathers. Tell them the story of the
Bombardier Beetle. Point out the prejudiced rdewpoints of anti-creationists
like Richard Dawkins. Encourage them to read good creationist literature, and
talk to their friends about it. Give thern the confidence they need io criticise
bad science with good reasons.
Yc;u haven't said anything abaut tbssils and dinosaurs. and children <tften
ask about these - there are so rnany dinosaurs about these days, {rarn "Jurassic
Park" to pasta shapes! Did they really live millions of years ago?
Dinosaurs are actually good evidence for Creation, not Evolution! 'fhey
belong to over 2-5 distinct groups, with no fossil intermediates, and show
amazing features of design. Evolutionists cannot explain horv they arose or
why they became extinct. There is evidence that dinosaurs and Man lived at
the same time, so rve cannot accept their supposed ages at all. Their
fossilization all over ihe world is strong evidence for a global Flood. Sir
Richard Orven. first Superintendent of the British Natural History Museum in
the mid-l9th centuta, used dinosaurs ta support his attack on Darwinism.
But don't the nsck strata prove evolution has occurrecl, and that the Earth
is v'ery old?
-I'his

is what the Viclorians assumed. but modem sedimentation reseatch
data prove that the layers must have been formeC rapidly, and that the order
of tlre fossils cannot be used to date them" Any sequence reflects their
different densities, habitats etc., not their evolutionary ages. Arcestral forms
and intermediates needed by evolution are entirely missing. Tlere are many
evidences that point to the Earth being much younger than was previously
thought.

I see I shall need fitore resources to help me answer these questions,
especially for when the children get older. Where can I get the facts?
You need Creation Science materials that give you the facts that the media
ignore or suppress, and let you make a fair judgement of the issue. I think you
will be surprised at the strength of the case for Creation and the Bible.
-zl-

TEN PRACTICAL HINTS
1.
Read to young children the stories of Creation and the Flood from
attractive picture books. Treat them as factual historical accounts, and develop
respect for the Bible as the inerrant Word of God 1a Catholic dogma).
2.

Impress upon them the wonders, richness, order and harmony of
Nature - the creative work of a great and goocl God, Who provides the huge
variely of plants, animals and minerals on the Earth fbr a purpose.

3.

Show the children how the llarth has been created unique as the
habitation for man and ihe site of the Incarnation, with the other heavenly
bodies moving in order. giving Him glory and supplying the needs of man.

4.
Emphasise the uniqueness of Man in his physical, mental and
spiritual aspects. Discuss the evidence of human activities on tbe Earth, in
contrast to those of animals, over only a fbw thousand years.
Point out how different kinds of living thing always producc their
own kind, though they vary arnotrg themselves. Ercourage keeping of pets,
bird watching. gardening and other activities with lir.ing things.

-5.

6.

Show that life itse[, still a mystery to science. can only come from life,
and ultimately must originate from the creative action of AJmighty God.

'?.

Encourage interest in real Science and tell them of the work of great
scientists of the past. many of whom were Catholics and Creationists.
effects follow from causes; designs
F{elp thern to reason logically
need a designer.
Teach them that the worid was created perfect, but the disobedience
8.
of Adam and Eve brought cruelty, suffering and evil into the world.

9.
Show that the effects of chance events acting over time result in
disorder and decay. not in order and development.
10. Emphasise the miracles of the Old and New Testaments. and in the
lives of the Saints which display the Creative Power and Goodness of God.
28-

SOURCES OF CREATION SCIENCE AMTERIALS
E = Catholic * = Non-Catholic

X

DAYLIGHT ORIGINS SOCTETY.

Magazine Daltlight f8 p/a ; selected range of parnphlets,
books and audiovisuais; organises meetings.
19 Francis Avenue, St. Albans, Herts, ALi 6BL.

a

(u727)

868427

X

C.V.PRODUC]TIONS
Gooci range of audiotapes hy Catholics on origins, science,
the Bibie, miracles, theolory etc. Organises Pro Fide Fbrum.
P.O.Bcx 14, Fakenham, Norfolk, NR21 8EJ A (01328) 864447

{.***{..}.1..:.***+****.l.*A**************+**a**+**

+

CREATION SCIENCE MOVEMENT
Bimonthly journal Creation f.6 pl^

;

pamphlets, tapes.

vide.os, trooks.
50 Brecon Avenue, Portsmouth, PO6 2AW

+

CREATION RESOURCES TRUST
Quarterly periociicals Creation Update, Our lVoild (for
children), Originai View (for teenagers/students); leaflets, books,
audiovisuals.

Mead Farnt, Downhead, West Camel,
YEOVIL. Somerset, BA22 7RQ

+

ANSWERS IN GENESIS (UK)
High quality magaz,ine Creation ex nihilo f.12.95 (4 issues)
good range of books and videos.
P.O. Box 5262, Leicester LE2 3XU
a (0116) 27A84A0 Fax: (0116) 2700110

******a*.S.*+*******{'***tt****a***'f'*{"!'*A****'t
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-TELEGRAPHOL.oG,Y"
Culied from the nationai daily

"WATER FINDS RAISE HOPE OF NEANDERTHAIJ SHOW WE'VE
ALIEN LIFE
BEEN TALKING FOR AGES.
Results from the European Space Anthropologists at Duke University
Agenry's f600 million Infra-Red have suggested that human vocal
Space Obsewatory ... show vast abilities appeared 300,000 years ago
quantities of water in the deserts of rather than 40,000 years ago, based on
space that encourage expectations of resemblances in the hypoglossal canal
alien life... "We are seeing comets which carries the motor nerve to the
transporting water all over tbe solar tongue. "Some have argued that
system and dumping it on planets." A Neanderthals could not make all the
further boost for studies of the origins sounds we could. I think that view
of life is the detection of water has gone now," said Dr Chris Stringer
vapour in the atmosphere of Saturn's of the Natural History Museum in
Iargest moon, Titan.. "This lends more London. "However, that leaves the
support to the possibility that we have question of whether Neanderthal
all the conditions which prevailed on brains were coding the complexity of
Earth 4.5 billion years ago... With a Ianguage that our brains do."
little heat, "life may begin"..29 April 1998
I April 1998
COMMENT. Evidence of viruses? AN APE OF FEW WORDS.
bacteia? nucleic acids? proteias? "A 26-year-old lowland gorilla, Koko,
amino-acids? Wat faith in evolution!
has been tutored tor 25 years in sign
language. She understnds more than
''MAMMAIJ DID NOT TAKE 2,000 words of spoken English and
DINOSAURS PIACE, STUDY has a working vocabulary of 500 signs.
FINDS.''
She ignored many of the questions
Study of gene sequences in hundreds posed by humans ... when she logged
of species were used to develop onto the Internet. Questioners typed
'molecular clocks' from mutation in their queries, which were relayed to
rates. Many agreed with fossil-dating, Koko in sign language by Dr
but some did not. Kumar and Hedges Patterson who then interpreted
argue that e.g mouse and rat diverged Koko's replies.
29 Apm 1998
41 MY ago, rather than 10 MY ago,
and that mammalian Orders evolved SCIENTISTS URGE RIGHTS FOR
100 MY ago rather than 65 MY ago.
APES.
30 April 1998 "Parliament in Wellington has been
asked to set a world precedent by
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granting mankind's closest kiih and
kin in the animal kingdom the legal
right io liie. freedom fiorn torture arrd
protection from invasive surger_v. The
Great Ape Prcject of New /-ealand,
rvants the country's Bill of Rights

exte*ded

to

include

chimpanzees.

gorillas, orang-utans and bonobos (a
species of pygmy ape found in Africa).

WORMS CAST NEW LIGHT ON
EARLY LIFE.
Worm tunnels found in lndian
sandstone are claimed to be l.l
billion .yeals oid, suggesting that
animals have been on Earth twice as
long as previously believed [580
million yearsl.
1 Oct. 1998

David : Penny. of Massey GOD AND SCIENCE SI,UG IT
l-iniversitv in Palmerston North, said: OUT ON In-TERNET
"There is now a mountain of evidence Oxford chemist Prof. Peter Atkins and
that the great apes are as intelligent American theoiogian Dr William
as young human children and very Craig debated live to 44 r.rniversities
similar in their emotiona! and across North America, also put out on
the World Wide Web. Craig argued
cognitive development."

Dr

that logic demarded there had to be a
personal creator behind the big bang.

31 October 1998

COMIIfENT. Even after a modern
education. most af our children could
out-pe rform 25 -ye ar-trained Koko !

I}ID

Atkins agreed that "Nothing
indeed, come frcm nothing...

just a separation of opposites .., an
elaborate and engaging re-arrange-ment of nothing.l' He acknowledged

FRON,{

I{ET,I-?

ln his book llre Sth Mirucle:

The

Search

Paul

for the Origin of Life,

But

science shows that the universe is a
big confi.lence trick. T'he universe is

N,IANKTND DESCEND FROM

HEAVEN, OR ASCEND

Cid,

that science could not yet fully explain

Davis argues that our aocestors the creation of the universe but
originated from a mile or more maintained: "We're on the track of it."
Craig's arg,uments for the lecessity
underground. "born in a boiling hot
of
God to account for lnoral values,
universe that, as we now know, teems
the
historicity of the Resurrection,
with simple but extraordinary
the
immediate experience of God
and
one-celled creatures." These. he
rvere
ali
dismissed by Atkins. "I ask
supposes. were carried to Earth from
Mars over millions of

you to disregard your prejudices... Use

vears.

your brains
anci through your
irrains y<lu wilt find that you do not
'fhere is no necessi$, for
FOUNT OF LIFE fuTAY BE need Cod.
God because science can explain
CONTINUING CRF,ATION
6 April 1998
everything."
Scientists claim that spontaneous
i6 Sept.

1998

COMMENT.

creation of life may siill be happening
in oceanic volcanic vents. 19 Sep. 98.

'Theistic evolution

again dismissed as unscientific.
31

E

''SPECTRUM''

E

Extracts from readers' letters
The nOpen Questionn question...
"... I first saw your magazine sometime ago, and have the issue for July
1994. There is a question you raise in this issue, which you refer to again in
the Spring 1998 issue (p. 1-S), that I would like to comment cn. This is the
item "'Open Question" not papal teaching' (p.22-23) , which appears to suggest
that Mgr. Ronald Knox deliberately introduced the phrase in order to slant the
Encyclical Humani Generis in favour of theistic evolution- 'The chosen
quotation from Humani Generis that best supported theistic evolution turned
out to be a gratuitous interpolation by the translator, not known for being
opposed to evolution', you wrote.
To say, of a translation, that it contains a phrase that 'does not appear in
the original text' is rather rash. The task of the translator is to render in
another language the sense of the original, and to do this he often has to use
different words, phrase and even sentences, if he wants to avoid a mere literal
rendering, which would be awkward at best, sometimes unintelligible, or even
ridiculous. If Mgr. Knox were alive now he would probably claim that the
phrase 'open question' expressed the sense of what Pius XII was saying better
than the American version. Knowing his views on translation (he expressed
these in a short book published in 1949, On Englishing the Bible) he would
undoubtedly view this version as over-literal, clumsy and insufficiently clear.
Mgr. Knox can hardly be blamed if evolutionist Catholics have seized on the
phrase 'open question' and used it out of context to justi$ their views.
D.W., London:
Fxlitor's Reply

.

In my article on the 'open question', I used the expression "gratuitous
interpolation" which I would agree could be considered over-critical of Mgr.
Knox by implying that the phrase could not be justified in the context of the
translation. There are other instances, even in the same paragraph, of phrases
he writes that are not found as such in the Latin text, and I make no criticism
of this practice. I did not wish at all to imply that he intended to subvert the
true sense of the passage .
My point was that this phrase portrays the true sense in an accurate way
onlv with qualification, and is too readily used without it. For example, the
question was:
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only 'open' to research and discussion by experts, (not opeu to being
l.
taught as a certain fact).
Z.
in respect of the origin of the human body (not the soul),
3.
from previously existing living matter (not from non-living matter).

4.

and with the reasons for and against evolution being considered
etc. (not just amassing so-called evidence for evalution).
Theistic evolutionisi Catholics usually cnly mention point (2) and ignore the
other Papal teachings. Saying that the Church teaches that evolution is an
"open question" makes it easy for them to avoid stating these resen'ations and
and to "rashly transgress this liberty of discussion." I used to do it
"onditioor,
ml,self when I was an evolutionist! So I found it interesting that the origin of
this actual English phrase is not in fact an identical Latin phrase from the
Encyclical. As you say, Mgr. Knox cannot be blamed {or summing up the
sense of the passage in this rvay, but it did provide a potent catchphrase
which Pius XII did not actually write himself. I think it is helpful to be able to
argue back - "Hey - the Pope never actually wrote that - he only gave
pennission to research human origins within limits, etc. etc.... "
seriously

)K

The article nTheistic Evolution: the Faith of our lrutures?n which
appeared in Daylight No- 25 (Spring 199E) was subsequently reprinted in
CHRISTIAN ORDER and most recently in the U.S.A. in
WATCHMAKER Vol. 6, No. 1, and generated several letters and
enquiries for literatureOne letter from E.C. of Kent was essentially a defence of the ortlrodory of
the FAITH clergy, and not of the validity of evolutionism. The writer's
rejoinder to my response included the sentence: "It is not within my
competence to discuss scientific matters...", but *'ent on to accuse me of a
"negative attitude", and imply that I should be prosecuted for criminal libel.
"For you to infer that their IFAITH clergryl work emanates from an evil spirit I
fird penerse in the extreme, ald one wonders by what authority you set
'l'here was no attempt made to deny ibe facts
lrourself up as their judge."
stated in the article,

T'he only other critical letter was at least relevant to the origins question,
but gives sonre insight into the evolutionist's confusion about the issues.
"What we are saying if we are against evolution is that there is no suclt
thing as change without God's intervention - change is de{inecl as motiorr in a
-JJ-

pariicular thins or set of things or quaiiiies producing a oew thing or qualit-v all otlrer lnotion one could call development. like the unrolline of a newspaper
-sometiring is revealed which preexisted - so for you there is uo such thing as
natural change.
This rva-s the world of preenlightenment Europe - marr has alrvays been the
same ercept that he has acquired science, techniques and culture. In fact these
agquisitions salne to be seen as a drawback bringing with them all sorts of
moral corRrptions and physical evils - hence the nryth of the noble savage
whcrn the first explorers erpected to find in the Nern World.
Think of the fbliowing inrplications of what you say
l; The South Downs or Alps have always been there during the few
thoruands of years of the earth's litb. Any erosion that we see like that of the
cliffs at Beachy Head is perhaps symptomatic of the world's finallv beccming
wo-ril-out towards the end of its life.
2l Can palaeontology really exist as a scienct-? Man and the dynosaurs [sic]
must have coexisted mustn't they? Why were the latter u'iped out? How are
fossils formed'l
3l Why is the difterence tletween us and auimals negligible in terms of
physiology and basic form? Perhaps we ale spirits imprisoned in animal
forms? Plato and many Christians lrave said as much.
.li If nothing advanoes, the only point in our doing anlthing is to fulfil
certain sacred obligations - 6 days thou shalt do all thy work...
Think on these things."
P.P., Han*.
;.x,

"Having read your article in CHRISTIAN ORDER I would be interested in
receiving literature from you concerning Special Creation...
D.O'G, Cork.
x.
"I anl in the process of reading your article: 'Theistic Evolution and the
Mystery of Faith' in Christian Order Aug-Sept. 1998.
It is the best article I have ever read on Evolution and the Catholic Church.
If you have any photo-copies please sr:nd me 5 or 6 as I want to give them to
some of my friends...
P.S. I am a retired Catholic Priest (87 y'ears old) and continue to say the
Old L,atin Mass I was ordained to say 55 years ago."
Fr. J- M., Canada.
)*,

"Your article in the August/September edition of 'Christian Order' was of
great interest to me, since I myself adhere to the traditional Catholic beliefs
about the Clreation. It is always gratifying to know of other Catholics who
refuse to abjure the F'aith, and follow the invitation of the Modernists to walk
with them along the wide path which leads to destruction. I also hold the
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beiief - supported by Scripture and Tradition - that the world is circa 7000
years old.

Do you

happen

Creationism?

If

so,

to know of any other groups with an allegiance to
I would be grateful if

particulars..."

you would furnish me with their
M.G.. Kent.

.rl'

"-fhank you for the summer 98 Daylight which is most excellent reading.
Wc'uld you be so kind to send me 3 extra copies of this issue (No. 26) and
J.N., G+ynedd.
the video Evolution Fact or Belief..."

#,
"'fhank you for the summer '98 Daylight. This is a fascinateing subject and
the nrore i read, the more I want to know - thank you for your hard work in
producing Daylight; it is rnuch appreciated. I would like a cop1, of the video
A.H., Nottingham.
"Evolution- Fact or Belief?"
vx

"I

anr so thankful to you {or the article in t}re August/September issue of
Chistian Ordert I am very much interested in your other materials on/against
the theory of evolution, especially "theistic evolution". This is truly one of the
most subversive ideas that entered into the ecclesiastical structuresLiving in a countr-v where materialistic evolution was taught in the schools
forced upon us through the communist power-holders I arn shocked to discover
lrow much it has penetrated among Cathoiics.
I pray for your most importalt apostolate and thank you for your assistance."
M.5., Czech Republic.
.x<

"Enclcsed are syllabus details

for my l5yr old sor

-'s

Science

study. It

appearu that the 'fact' of evolution is being taken tbr granted.
Fortunately I have never accepted the theory of evolution as mv reason and
R.C. religion tells me otherwise.

But I was astonished by rvhat you wrote in Christian Order Aug/Sept '98,
and further so by the booklets you sent me, and I am also deiving into biblical
n

urnerics.

is a very commited pupil and loyal tohis teachen, and is getting
in his science tests. It is a bit hard getting
through to him when I start contradicting the school syllabus and teaching
My son

consistently high marks ap to 937t,
methods.

Coul I have your opinion on the enclosed documents and would ycu advise
something suitable for myself and my son to read, to contradict the evolution
Desperate mum!
propaganda he will undoubtedly be exposed to...
P.C., Durham
P.S. Are there any good videos exposing all this?
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"I got your address from the pamphlet for the Faith of our Fathers
Conference, lnndon, 1997. I attended that conference and learned a great
deal and was encouraged a great deal.
Unfortunately I did not pick up any of your literature. I would appreciate
it if you can send me some back numbers of your magazine, and a list of books
available."
D.O., Australia.
'tF

"I find the articles most interesting and helpful and look fonvard eagerly to
the arrival of each copy..."
J.8., Smtland

sb.
?F'

, "Daylight No. 25 was an excellent summary of our historical background in
this fight against evolution. What a shocker about Father Holloway's mother!
Words fail me!"
P.H., U.S.A.

*

"Thank you for sending the video "Evolution- Fact or Belief' and the copy
of "Daylight".
" We were impressed with the quality of tle video and just wished it. was
even longer, because it left unanswered many questions we have relating to the
age of the earth. Evolution, not age of the earth, was tle topic, of course, and
that was dealt with interestingly and clearly. If at some future date you make a
video that does deal with the age of the earth, we should be most interested to
hear about it... "
5.D., New ihaland.

.#

"Thank you for your brilliant packet of Daylight #L - 26. We are very much

grateful

for your

decision

in

making us

a

complimentary subscriber and

donating the book by Dr.Michael Behe.
"Audiotapesfuideos are not much useful in our library, as there is no
audio&ideo library. Books/print materials are most effective in counteracting
'evolution' menace. Your efforts are really splendid in this most important
area. Please keep this pace and momentum.r'
K.5., India.

"Thank you very much indeed

*

for coming to the Challoner Group

last

Thursday to give such an excellent talk on evolution and creation. The whole
group was very impressed, and I think quite a few waverers were prompted to
support creation by it..."
C.W., London

dK*dF**
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"Defending Authority"
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